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Herbert O. Mason
Center for Agricultural Business

California State University, Fresno

My charge is to summarize this Symposium. I will try to venture a few generalizations

and maybe weave in a few of my own thoughts. I think it is clear we have come a long way in

the last two or three years in terms of understanding the work force in California agriculture

and the structure of employer and employee relationships and their interactions, and how

those are evolving. One of the things that is safe, as a generalization, is that the work force is

dominantly Hispanic and born outside the United States. Anybody who has been in California

agriculture for awhile does not find that surprising. What I find interesting is that the increasing

reliance on Hispanic and foreign-born workers is also a national trend.

It seems the old dual labor market theory continues to apply. We have two distinct work

forces. On the one hand, we find a localized, stabilized work force, typically first-generation

migrants from Mexico. Often they gained legalization through the Special Agricultural Worker

(SAW) program and typically work for the "better employers." In some of the work we have

done, we found the SAW work force to be in the neighborhood of about half the work force. It

probably varies by crop. The other part of the work force continues to be the new immigrants

who have come since 1986 without the benefit of legal status. They have been driven further

underground than they were prior to 1986 because of sanctions. These new immigrants

provide replacement workers for those who leave the agriculture work force and they provid
e

the incremental labor as needed, particularly for peak season. They probably work in th
e most

marginal conditions.

Despite these generalizations, it is important to point out that the more we 
study the

issues and the work force and the employment situation, diversity continues t
o dominate. The

work force is clearly very diverse. The employment situations are clearly 
diverse. When we

think about having 250 commercial crops in California, in very distinct 
growing regions, it is not

too surprising there are different labor markets for different situations.

One generalization everybody agrees on is that farm labor cont
ractors are becoming

more important as intermediaries in the farm labor market in 
California. We have seen that

some farm labor contractors are considered to be good guys, s
ome aren't.
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So what does all this mean? What are we supposed to do with all this?

Understanding the problem is often a major step in developing the solution. What is the

problem in the farm labor scene? I think the basic problem with the farm labor market is that

there are, quite simply, too many farm workers in the labor market.

The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) was promised as a major change in

social policy, but for whatever reasons, political and otherwise, it has never been truly

implemented. There are too many SAWs applicants. The numbers that we have looked at

indicate that, in California alone, there are probably five or six times too many SAWs

applicants relative to those who could have possibly done the qualifying work. There is no

reduction in illegal migration. Basically, all that IRCA has accomplished is that it legalized

some workers who had been here. It legalized some workers who had not been here. It

legalized some workers who had never worked in agriculture. But it did provide some

legalized workers. It has created additional paperwork for employers, whether they be direct

employers or farm labor contractors. This created a lucrative market for fake papers. My

understanding is that for 35 dollars one can get a nice set of papers these days. What we

have been talking about, by and large, are symptoms of the problem. Workers are underpaid,

they are not provided fringe benefits, they do not get to work enough during the season. They

do not get to work at all out of the season. They are exploited. These are all symptoms of the

fact that there are too many workers competing for the same jobs. I am very cynical and

pessimistic about the situation changing in the forseeable future.

As far as the issue regarding consumers and food pricing, you have to be very careful

when you are framing that discussion and what you are looking at as a final price facing

consumers. The recent statistics show that about one-third of the final cost of the food bill is

labor. But you have to understand that the production part of that may be very small. It

includes the labor, marketing, and transportation—the guy putting the produce out at your

local Safeway, the guy throwing it away, the checker and everybody involved until the time

you take it home and eat it. So, there is a lot of labor there. The issue is not at the consumer

level—whether the consumer will pay another ten cents per pound for bell peppers or

nectarines. It is the competitive nature of the food supply structure and the way it works. If a

grower asks his marketing department to get another two dollars a box for lemons because he

needs to pay his workers' health insurance, his marketing people are going to say that is

great, but somebody else is going to get that shelf space in the supermarket. So the issue is

really not at the consumer level, rather it is the structure, nature and competitive situation at the

production level. And that has been true nationally for a long time, with different producing
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regions competing against each other. As we move more into a global economy, it

becomes even more so on an international basis. I do not have an easy solution.

In my opinion, workers will continue to be underpaid, underemployed, and exploited

until labor supplies become tighter relative to the demand for labor. If we look as recently as

the 1970s when labor supplies were more closely in balance with demand, unions were very

successful. One can say there is a lot of politics involved in that, but I think it also had to do

with the fact that there were not unlimited supplies of strikebreakers that could take your job if

you went out on strike. Real wages increased during that period of time. Voluntarily paid •

fringe benefits increased in many crops. But in the early 1980s the economy of Mexico

collapsed and we started having huge waves of illegal migration coming across the border.

The result was a decrease in the working conditions for farm workers in California.

So what are the solutions? Unfortunately, identification of the problem does not

necessarily lead to easily identifiable and transparent solutions. I believe that IRCA could be

enforced if the political will were behind it and the financial resources were given to the Border

Patrol. Personnel in the Border Patrol we have interviewed agree that IRCA is enforceable if

proper resources were provided.

We have an interesting situation where people on opposite sides are not really sure

they want RCA enforced. On one side, we have worker advocates who say that if we really

enforce IRCA, it will cause racial discrimination. Employers, for obvious reasons, do not want

to be bothered a whole lot-it's not their job to check documents and papers. In this

situation, we may have agreement for the wrong reasons. More importantly, we must make a

stronger national commitment to help our neighbor-unfortunately our distant neighbor-

develop economically and help reduce the extremely dire economic motivation that exists now

for people in rural Mexico to come across the border. Again, I do not see any easy solutions.
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